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Dear 9(2)(a)
Thank you for your request, received on 19 March 2019, for the following information under the
Official Information Act 1982 (the Act):
“Hi 9(2)(a) can I please repeat my previous OIA request re Tai Poutini Polytechnic. Many thanks.”
The previous request you refer to was submitted on 5 November 2018 and was for the following:
“Under the OIA please may I request any reports on Tai Poutini Polytechnic in the past six months.
I'm esp interested in anything from Murray Strong, to TEC and to the Minister. Or any update on its
current state and future.
I'm not interested in standard reporting, if this helps narrow things.”
I am releasing the information referenced in the attached table.
In compliance with the Official Information Act, I am withholding some information in the released
documents. Redactions are clearly marked, with reasons for the redactions provided.
I am satisfied, in terms of section 9(1) of the Act, that the need to withhold the information referred
to above is not outweighed by other considerations that render it desirable, in the public interest, to
make the information available.
You have the right to seek an investigation and review by the Ombudsman of this decision.
Information about how to make a complaint is available at www.ombudsman.parliament.nz or
freephone 0800 802 602.
The TEC intends to publish its response to this request on our website with your personal details
removed. Consistent with the Act, we are publishing responses in the interests of transparency and
accountability, and to improve access to official information.
Yours sincerely
Tim Fowler
Chief Executive
Tertiary Education Commission

Tai Poutini Polytechnic 2019 Investment Plan
Approval

From:

s9(2)(a)

Approved:
Gillian Dudgeon, Deputy Chief Executive, Delivery Directorate
Tim Fowler, Chief Executive

Recommendations
Based on the advice and recommendations of the Chief Executive, it is recommended that the Board of Commissioners (the Board):
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Approve a one year Investment Plan and associated funding recommendation for 2019 for Tai Poutini Polytechnic (TPP) as outlined in Appendix A
of this paper;
Note that in December 2017 you approved funding of $4.2 million for TPP for the first six months of 2018, and in June 2018 you approved a further
$4.7 million, taking total Plan funding to $8.9 million for 2018;
Note that TPP’s 2018 allocation was subsequently amended down to $7.4 million in September 2018 due to forecast under-delivery;
Note that in June 2018 you were updated by the Crown Manager, Murray Strong, on TPP progress against the targets and agreed actions in its
Capital Injection Funding Agreement;
Agree to note, in the minutes of your meeting, any details of the proposed funding recommendation that you do not approve, the reasons why, and
any alternative decisions made; and
Note that if there are any significant variations proposed to funding allocations in the 2019 year, we will seek amendments as per the TEC delegations
framework.

This paper asks for your approval of the Investment Plan (Plan) for TPP
1

In this paper, we seek your approval of a one year Plan and associated funding recommendation for TPP for 2019. This funding amounts to $4,125,102 in
total, with a fund breakdown provided in Appendix A. The recommended funding is approximately $3.4 million less than TPP’s total funding for 2018.

2

TPP has been under significant financial pressure, requiring a capital injection from Government to maintain the operation and cover a significant debt
owed to the TEC following an investigation.
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3

Earlier this year TPP was given an External Evaluation and Review (EER) Category 4 rating by the New Zealand Qualification Authority (NZQA).
An improvement plan was agreed and performance against this is being closely monitored by NZQA. A follow-up EER will be carried out by NZQA in early
December 2018.

The Minister has delayed a decision on the future of TPP pending the outcome of the ITP Roadmap 2020 project
4

At the end of 2017 TPP’s Crown Manager submitted a Business Case to the Minister proposing options for structural change. The Minister decided to
postpone any decision on the Business Case at that time, preferring to wait for the outcome of the ITP Roadmap 2020 project. A capital injection
($8.5 million) was approved by Cabinet to provide financial support for TPP in 2018 and 2019. The funding has been used to keep TPP operating and make
necessary improvements to its educational provision.

5

TEC and NZQA staff have worked closely with TPP during the year and good progress has been made against the targets and actions agreed in the Capital
Injection Funding agreement. The final funding tranche ($2.05 million) is due to be paid before the end of 2018.

TPP’s Investment Plan proposes a significant reduction in funding following changes to out-of-region delivery
6

Until recently TPP delivered over two thirds of its programmes outside the West Coast. TPP’s Music and Audio Institute of New Zealand (MAINZ) had
delivery sites in Auckland and Christchurch, which have subsequently been transferred to Southern Institute of Technology (SIT).

7

Scaffolding, ropes and rigging (in Auckland, Christchurch and Wellington) is in a process of transition to the Skills Org, to be funded and delivered as
industry training. With substantial numbers of Māori and Pasifika students at TPP currently engaged in these trades, the shift to industry training will very
likely have a significant impact on TPP ethnicity demographics for 2019. TPP has also closed down most of its other out-of-region delivery in specialist
(cranes, digger school) trades.

8

In preparing its Plan TPP undertook extensive research into the skills and qualifications needed by West Coast businesses and potential students.
A number of new programmes are now being developed to reflect the needs of its stakeholders. TPP is proposing to partner with other providers to
deliver programmes for which TPP has no capability. Agreements have been signed with SIT, the Open Polytechnic and Te Wānanga o Aotearoa.

9

TPP is being recommended for a one year Plan approval (rather than for a six month approval) because it is on a slow improvement trajectory, realising
a number of efficiencies during 2018 as it realigns its delivery model to generate savings, while at the same time rationalising its provision to best meet
local West Coast needs.
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TPP’s future remains uncertain
10 Despite steps being taken by TPP to reduce costs and right size its delivery model, low student numbers make most programmes financially unviable. The
capital injection has included a component to “top up” the Student Achievement Component (SAC) funding that will sustain TPP through to the third
quarter of 2019. Changes to the funding model, or a further “top up”, would be necessary for TPP to remain viable in its current form.
11 The Crown Manager, an interim Chief Executive and contracted staff have provided the leadership necessary to improve institutional performance, but
it is still unclear whether enough has been done to embed their changes. The outcome from the next EER, in December 2018, will be critical to determine
what more may be necessary to give TEC confidence in TPP’s future.
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Recommendations
Hon Chris Hipkins, Minister of Education
It is recommended that you:
1. note that significant progress is being made by Tai Poutini Polytechnic (TPP) against all actions
and targets agreed in the Capital Injection funding agreement.
2. agree to release the final instalment of $2.05 million to TPP and send the attached letters to the
Ministry of Education and TPP advising them of your decision.
AGREED / NOT AGREED
3. agree that the TEC release this briefing in full once it has been considered by you and the letter
has been received by TPP.
AGREED / NOT AGREED

Gillian Dudgeon
Deputy Chief Executive – Delivery
Tertiary Education Commission
12 December 2018

Hon Chris Hipkins
Minister of Education
__ __ / __ __ / __ __
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The third milestone report shows TPP is making significant progress
1. Cabinet agreed to give TPP a capital injection of $8.5 million to enable the polytechnic to maintain
its operations and improve its performance in the short term. A funding agreement was signed
and the first instalment of $3 million was paid in early March 2018.
2. You approved the second instalment of $3.45 million in June 2018 (B/18/00374).
3. The TEC has now received the third milestone report (Attached as Appendix A). TPP has made
significant progress against the agreed actions and is on track to meet agreed targets. The
analysis undertaken by TEC supports this conclusion.
4. The TEC and NZQA are continuing to work closely with the Crown Manager and TPP
management as they work through TPP’s change programme.
5. The report identifies some key achievements in 2018 including:
•

Realising cost savings of $5.8 million contributing to a reduction in the 2018 forecast
deficit from $4.4 million down to $1.7 million. This represents a 38% reduction in total
operating costs s9(2)(b)(ii)

•

NZQA agreed a quality improvement action plan and is satisfied with progress being
made to address quality assurance issues identified in TPP’s EER.

•

Workforce and training needs analysis has been completed for the West Coast that
include engaging employers and community stakeholders in the process.

•

Divesting non-viable out of region programmes including the transfer of scaffolding
training to Skills Organisation (the relevant ITO) and transfer of the Music and Audio
Institute of New Zealand (MAINZ) to SIT.

6. However, the shift in focus to West Coast delivery has seen a significant drop in EFTS numbers
as much of the out of region delivery has either been transferred to other providers or terminated
due to being unviable. This has seen the Student Achievement Component (SAC) level three
and above EFTS drop from 1,380 in 2017 down to 352 EFTS in 2019.
7. The Crown Manager and TPP management have managed the reduction in revenue by resizing
and restructuring to reduce costs. As a result, TPP is projecting to be in a slightly better financial
position for 2018 year end.
8. TPP has achieved four (paragraph 5) of the eight targets and is on track to achieve the rest in
2019. Making the payment as planned is critical for TPP to continue to carry out the programme
of work it has underway.

NZQA will conduct its next EER in early December 2018
9. TPP received a category four rating for its last EER (confirmed in 2017). This rating has required
TPP to partner with a category one organisation (Southern Institute of Technology (SIT)) to
under-take all assessments and moderation activity.
10. NZQA has been monitoring TPP’s progress against an action plan agreed to earlier in the year.
A follow up EER began on 3 December 2018 with the outcome of the review expected in
February/March 2019.
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Appendix A: Copy of TPP milestone report
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Appendix B: Draft letter to the Secretary of Education for your signature
authorising the payment of the final instalment of the capital injection

Iona Holsted
Secretary of Education

Dear Iona
Capital Injection for Tai Poutini Polytechnic (TPP) – Final Instalment
As you will be aware Cabinet has approved a capital injection for TPP (SWC-18-MIN-0005
refers) to enable the polytechnic to maintain its operations and improve its performance in the
short term.
The final instalment of $2.05 million was subject to receipt of a milestone report that shows
progress against agreed actions and targets. The report has been received and I am satisfied
that significant progress has been made.
I therefore request that you now make the final payment to TPP by the end of December 2018
to support the polytechnic’s ongoing change programme.

Yours sincerely

Chris Hipkins
Minister of Education
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Appendix C: Draft letter to the TPP Crown Manager for your signature,
acknowledging the progress being made and that the final instalment of
the capital injection has been authorised for release n

Murray Strong
Crown Manager

Dear Murray
Capital Injection for Tai Poutini Polytechnic (TPP) – Final Instalment
I am writing to acknowledge the significant progress being made against the agreed actions
and targets in the Capital Injection Funding Agreement.
I am pleased to see the progress being made to improve the quality of delivery of tertiary
education on the West Coast. I also note the steps being taken to reduce costs and align
provision with the needs of regional stakeholders.
I have authorised the Secretary of Education to release the final instalment ($2.05 million) of
the capital injection and this should be with you shortly.
Yours sincerely

Chris Hipkins
Minister of Education
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